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Managing Mission-Critical Domains and DNSO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Manage your organization’s naming architecture effectively, from the administrative/policy side right through to the technical DNS and nameserver implementations. This practical book takes you through the basics—the anatomies of domain names and DNS requests—and covers DNS and domain issues from a variety of...
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Learning Selenium Testing Tools - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Selenium to build your own real-time test cases from scratch


	About This Book

	
		Build automated scripts and develop Test Automation Frameworks using the Selenium WebDriver tool
	
		Automate tests to ensure error free, quality software
	
		A comprehensive guide...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 PowerShell Cookbook: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Benefit from over 120 recipes that tackle the everyday issues that arise with Microsoft Exchange Server. Using PowerShell you'll learn to add scripts that provide new functions and efficiencies. Only basic knowledge required.


	Overview

	
		Newly updated and improved for Exchange Server 2013 and PowerShell...
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The Art of Mastering Sales ManagementCRC Press, 2009

	If you believe that the answer no is but a request for more information and understand that the best closing questions are rhetorical, you understand the basic art of sales. If you can teach that art to others, you have the makings of a good sales manager. But not all good sales managers are equal; some are forward thinking enough to...
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Xcode 4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to build your own fun and exciting iOS applications with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn how to go about developing some simple, yet powerful applications with ease using recipes and example code
	
		Teaches how to use the features of iOS 6 to integrate Facebook, Twitter,...
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Deep Learning with TensorFlow: Explore neural networks and build intelligent systems with Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Delve into neural networks, implement deep learning algorithms, and explore layers of data abstraction with the help of TensorFlow.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to implement advanced techniques in deep learning with Google's brainchild, TensorFlow
	
			Explore deep neural...
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Visual Basic(r).NET: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Master this massive programming language upgrade that raises Visual Basic functionality to the level of the .NET platform. Coverage includes all core topics—plus security, debugging, and helpful information on migrating existing Visual Basic projects to Visual Basic.NET.

Before I introduce the chapters I want to tell you what this...
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Embedded Systems Handbook (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2005
The purpose of the Embedded Systems Handbook is to provide a reference useful to a broad range of professionals and researchers from industry and academia involved in the evolution of concepts and technologies, as well as development and use of embedded systems and related technologies.

The book provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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The Anatomy of Programming LanguagesPrentice Hall, 1993
This comprehensive discussion of the components of a programming language emphasises how a language is built. It covers core concepts including specification, objects, expressions, control and types with discussions of fundamentals, implementations strategies and related semantic issues. The book also focuses on current topics such as modules and...
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Windows Server 2008 How-ToSams Publishing, 2009
Real Solutions for Windows Server 2008 Administrators

 

Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for Microsoft Windows Server 2008? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for. You’ll find tested, step-by-step procedures for...
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Pro ODP.NET for Oracle Database 11gApress, 2010

	This book is a comprehensive and easy-to-understand guide for using the Oracle Data Provider (ODP) version 11g on the .NET Framework. It also outlines the core GoF (Gang of Four) design patterns and coding techniques employed to build and deploy high-impact mission-critical applications using advanced Oracle database features through the...
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Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...
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